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Specifications
Weight:                  18.2oz / 20.2oz
Diameter:                         1.562”in
Length:                     6.93”/7.75”in
Construction:              17-4 Ph SS
Direct Thread:      5/8-24 / 1/2-28
Decibel Rating:                  
.308 WIN                             135 dB

THE NEW

Part numbers: YHM-2100-24, YHM-2100-28, YHM-2100-36
MSRP = $890

877.892.6533

Introducing the modular NITRO 30
The NITRO 30 is YHM’s answer to the demands of today’s suppressor community, 

and elevates the bar for today’s modular suppressors. 

YHM has listened closely to the wants and needs of both professional operators, 
and suppressor enthusiasts on the firing range.

YHM’s NITRO achieves mission specific modularity by providing the operator with muzzle cap and 
rear cap options. The NITRO is full-auto rated and will accommodate 300 ultra mag to .17hmr. It comes 
with two different .30 Cal muzzle caps. The flat muzzle cap is geared towards the tactical user while the 
muzzle brake cap is geared towards the target shooter. The NITRO also comes with two different rear 
caps. The Quick Disconnect rear cap is great for rapid switching between multiple platforms while the 

5/8-24 direct thread-on rear cap is for a more dedicated set-up.

Included in the Suppressor System Kit is:
The welded suppressor body, Two .30cal muzzle caps, Two rear caps, Two assembly wrenches
One Q.D. muzzle brake, in your choice of thread pitch ( 5/8-24, 1/2-28, 1/2-36)
One Basofil heat resistant pouch.
One hard sided carry case to hold all of the parts.

Pre-order your NITRO Today!
Form 3s will go out end of September



Direct thread 3.5oz
Flat cap 1.6oz

Weight as pictured 19.7oz
Suppressor Body 13.6oz

Brake Cap 3.1oz

Q.D. 3oz

YHM, in cooperation with the American Suppressor Association, will be auctioning off the first five 
NITRO .30 caliber suppressors. All proceeds will benefit the 

American Suppressor Association. 
These five LIMITED EDITION suppressors will feature the ASA logo on the suppressor and the winner 
of each auction will be able to choose the serial number of the suppressor. Be one of the first to own the 

new NITRO suppressor from YHM.
 

The serial number will be prefaced with “ASA-“ and will contain six alpha-numeric characters of the 
auction winner’s choosing.

(The serial number must contain at least ONE number.)

YHM.net
877.892.6533

20 Ladd Ave., Suite 1
Florence, MA 01062

OWN THE NITRO ASA LIMITED SPECIAL EDITION

SPECIAL OFFER

 Also available is the YHM .30 Cal Adaptable Brake which comes 
as shown and uses the same rear caps and muzzle caps as the Nitro 30. 

This brake will provide you with excellent reduction of recoil and 
muzzle climb and is just as versatile as the Nitro 30. 

MSRP $199


